
IRIS
Travel Sellers Platform
All Air Content – Your Shop
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w IRIS, is a plug-and-play agent portal that 
enables travel agents to sell and service air 
content from any source, including New 
Distribution Capability (NDC), Low-Cost Carriers 
(LLC), consolidators, and Global Distribution 
Systems (GDS) in a customizable shop. It unlocks 
the benefits of IATA NDC and Modern Airline 
Retailing by making revenue-boosting travel 
extras, personalized offers, and dynamic deals 
available to travel sellers.

IRIS gives travel sellers access to and control over 
the best air content from multiple sources for new 
levels of customer satisfaction, agent differentiation, 
and business growth. 
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Swift Deployment
Start in days

Seamless UI & UX
All air content, one shop

Smart innovation
Your agency, your way

Iris Portal brings down the barriers to 
capitalising on this era of Modern Air 
Retailing by giving travel sellers all their 
airline content in one shop fully under their 
control, in a matter of days.

Paul Ryumugabe  VP Product – Travel Seller Solutions
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Plug-and-Play
No code – No barriers
SaaS model means a low barrier to entry, including low upfront costs, 
pay-as-you-go pricing, and no ongoing technology challenges, such as 
schema support, maintenance, and upgrades.

Content Control
Optimize revenue and margin
Agencies can configure and control content, source, markup, branding, 
and reporting. They retain agreed GDS contracts and rates, including 
private and corporate fares, and can apply distinct business models to 
sub-agencies and branches.

Agent-Friendly
Delight customers easily and efficiently
Seamless experience enables travel sellers to navigate NDC and 
integrate GDS, consolidator, and LCC content in one shop. Agents 
benefit from access to flights, travel extras, Fare Families, personalized 
bundles, and real-time deals. Features straightforward comparison 
shopping and smart preferencing.

Handing millions of 
transactions for travel 
sellers globally & 
proven at scale.

Direct Connects with 
18 airlines and more 
to come.



IRIS
Portal

Rich Content

Multiple Sources, One Screen



Full Agency Control

NDC

LCC

GDS

Consolidator

Search

Book

Ticket

Add Ancillaries

Settlement via BSP/ARC

Servicing
(shop, refund, void, reshop, etc.)

End-to-end agent workflows

TPConnects Technologies
We are a leading provider of cloud-based 
travel software and among the world's 
top five NDC technology providers.
We help airlines and travel agencies take 
advantage of modern airline retailing.

Contact us

tpconnects.com


